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⇒ One of the favored scenario: 
 The lightest SUSY particle is stable and likely 
becomes a dark matter candidate
Linear combination of SUSY particles

Weakly Interacting Massive Particle

• Neutral 
➡can not see ...

• Non-baryonic
➡weakly interacting

• Cold (non-relativistic) 
➡large scale structure

• New Particle ?
➡neutralino, Kaluza-Klein particle, axion 

gravitino ...
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Particle µ < 0 µ > 0

(TeV) 68% 95% 68% 95%

h0 (0.1180, 0.1211) (0.1151, 0.1223) (0.1154, 0.1204) (0.1125, 0.1219)

H0, A0,H± (1.2, 3.1) (0.91, 3.8) (0.36, 2.5) (0.21, 3.6)

!0
1 (0.23, 0.67) (0.11, 0.82) (0.16, 0.49) (0.06, 0.69)

!±

1 (0.3, 1.2) (0.15, 1.4) (0.25, 0.76) (0.11, 1.2)

!g (1.4, 3.4) (0.77, 4.0) (1.0, 2.6) (0.41, 3.5)

ẽR (1.8, 3.8) (0.37, 4.0) (1.5, 3.6) (0.5, 4.0)

"̃ (1.9, 3.8) (0.58, 4.0) (1.6, 3.6) (0.65, 4.0)

#̃1 (1.4, 3.3) (0.34, 3.8) (0.80, 2.8) (0.28, 3.7)

q̃R (2.9, 4.3) (1.6, 4.9) (1.9, 4.0) (1.3, 4.7)

t̃1 (1.9, 3.1) (1.1, 3.6) (1.3, 2.6) (0.86, 3.3)

b̃1 (2.3, 3.5) (1.4, 4.1) (1.4, 3.1) (1.0, 3.8)

Table 4: Higgs boson and selected superpartner mass ranges (in TeV) containing 68% and 95%
of posterior probability (with all other parameters marginalized over) for both signs of µ. Masses
above 1 TeV have been rounded up to 1 significant digit.
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Figure 11: The 2-dim relative probability density for $SI
p vs. the neutralino mass m! for µ < 0

(left panel) and µ > 0 (right panel). The inner (outer) solid contours delimit the regions of 68%
and 95% total probability, respectively. Some current experimental upper bounds are also shown.

number. In contrast, for the SD interactions, the cross section for a WIMP scattering o! a

proton, $SD
p , does not necessarily have to be the same as the one from a neutron [40, 41].

In fig. 11 we show the Bayesian posterior relative probability distribution in the usual

plane of $SI
p and the DM neutralino mass m! for µ < 0 (left panel) and µ > 0 (right

panel). Starting with µ > 0, we can see a big concentration of probability density at rather

high values of $SI
p ! 10!8 pb, characteristic of the FP region of large m0 [42], which is

favored by the current theoretical evaluation of BR(B " Xs%), as we have seen above. In
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How much DM around us ?

NASA/JPL-Caltech/R. Hurt (SSC/Caltech)

ities and proper motions in the Galactic center. Squares are
based on kinematics of OH/IR stars (Lindqvist et al. 1992).
The point at 3.5 kpc is based on the Zhao (1996a, 1996b)
model of the bar. Because the model was compared with the
data on stellar kinematics (inner rotation curve and radial
velocity dispersion), it gives a constraint on the total mass:
4! 1010 M", with an uncertainty of about 20%. For the
next data point at 8.5 kpc we simply assume that the circular
velocity is 220# 20 km s$1, which covers the whole range of
reasonable values. We then estimate the mass as
M % v2r=G. The last observational point is the constraint

from the motions of satellite galaxies discussed in x 3. The
central data points were not used either in our fitting or in
the analysis of the bulge (Zhao 1996b). Nevertheless, they
come fairly close to the extrapolation of our model into the
very center of our Galaxy. The theoretical curves for our
favored models A1 and B1 are very close to each other,
which is not surprising because they fit the same data and
have the same global darkmatter content. The largest devia-
tion of the models from the data is for the mass inside 100
pc, where the observational estimate is twice larger than the
prediction of the models. Even at this point the disagree-
ment is not alarming because the observational data are
likely more uncertain than the formal error.

What is remarkable about Figure 3 is that it spans more
than 5 orders of magnitude in radius and mass. It is encour-
aging that, without fine-tuning, our models are consistent
with observations of the dynamical mass of the MW over
this huge range.

Finding an acceptable model for M31 was relatively easy
because there are much less data. In particular, we do not
have kinematic constraints for the disk, which would be
equivalent to constraints at the solar position in our Galaxy.
Our model seems to reproduce reasonably well the dynami-
cal mass of M31 from 100 pc to &100 kpc. Our model does
not produce the very large wiggles exhibited by the observed
rotation curve. The wiggles at 5 and 9 kpc are likely due to
noncircular motions induced by the bar and, thus, as dis-
cussed before, cannot be reproduced by any axisymmetric
model. The bulge of M31 is almost twice as massive as the
bulge of our Galaxy. It is also slightly (30%) more compact.
The disk of M31 is also more massive, but it is more
extended. As a result, in the central 5 kpc of the M31 the

Fig. 2.—Rotation curve for our favorite models A1 (no exchange of
angular momentum) and B1 (with the exchange). Note that the dark matter
dominates only in the outer part of theMilkyWay. Symbols show observa-
tional data from H imeasurements of Knapp et al. (1985; circles) and Kerr
et al. (1986; triangles).

Fig. 3.—Mass distribution of the MW galaxy for model A1 ( full curve)
and model B1 (dashed curve). The large dots with error bars are observatio-
nal constraints. From small to large radii the constraints are based on the
following: stellar radial velocities and proper motions in the Galactic cen-
ter; radial velocities of OH/IR stars; modeling of the bar using DIRBE and
stellar velocities; rotational velocity at the solar radius; and dynamics of
satellites.

606 KLYPIN, ZHAO, & SOMERVILLE Vol. 573

KLYPIN et al. APJ 2002

We are here!

disk

bulge

halo

Normally, we take ρdm ~0.3 GeV/cm3 , vearth ~ 230km/sec

8kpc
Sun
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ABSTRACT

We estimated the dynamical surface mass density ! at the solar position between

Z=1.5 and 4 kpc from the Galactic plane, as inferred from the kinematics of thick disk

stars. The formulation is exact within the limit of validity of a few basic assumptions.

The resulting trend of !(Z) matches the expectations of visible mass alone, and no dark

component is required to account for the observations. We extrapolate a dark matter

(DM) density in the solar neighborhood of 0±1 mM! pc"3, and all the current models

of a spherical DM halo are excluded at a confidence level higher than 4!. A detailed

analysis reveals that a small amount of DM is allowed in the volume under study by the

change of some input parameter or hypothesis, but not enough to match the expecta-

tions of the models, except under an exotic combination of non-standard assumptions.

Identical results are obtained when repeating the calculation with kinematical measure-

ments available in the literature. We demonstrate that a DM halo would be detected by

our method, and therefore the results have no straightforward interpretation. Only the

presence of a highly prolate (flattening q >2) DM halo can be reconciled with the obser-

vations, but this is highly unlikely in "CDM models. The results challenge the current

understanding of the spatial distribution and nature of the Galactic DM. In particular,

our results may indicate that any direct DM detection experiment is doomed to fail, if

the local density of the target particles is negligible.

1Dipartimento di Astronomia, Universitá di Padova, Vicolo Osservatorio 3, I-35122, Padova, Italia
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Analysis of the kinematics of 412 stars at 1-4 kpc from the 
Galactic mid plane.

How much DM around us ?
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The point at 3.5 kpc is based on the Zhao (1996a, 1996b)
model of the bar. Because the model was compared with the
data on stellar kinematics (inner rotation curve and radial
velocity dispersion), it gives a constraint on the total mass:
4! 1010 M", with an uncertainty of about 20%. For the
next data point at 8.5 kpc we simply assume that the circular
velocity is 220# 20 km s$1, which covers the whole range of
reasonable values. We then estimate the mass as
M % v2r=G. The last observational point is the constraint

from the motions of satellite galaxies discussed in x 3. The
central data points were not used either in our fitting or in
the analysis of the bulge (Zhao 1996b). Nevertheless, they
come fairly close to the extrapolation of our model into the
very center of our Galaxy. The theoretical curves for our
favored models A1 and B1 are very close to each other,
which is not surprising because they fit the same data and
have the same global darkmatter content. The largest devia-
tion of the models from the data is for the mass inside 100
pc, where the observational estimate is twice larger than the
prediction of the models. Even at this point the disagree-
ment is not alarming because the observational data are
likely more uncertain than the formal error.

What is remarkable about Figure 3 is that it spans more
than 5 orders of magnitude in radius and mass. It is encour-
aging that, without fine-tuning, our models are consistent
with observations of the dynamical mass of the MW over
this huge range.

Finding an acceptable model for M31 was relatively easy
because there are much less data. In particular, we do not
have kinematic constraints for the disk, which would be
equivalent to constraints at the solar position in our Galaxy.
Our model seems to reproduce reasonably well the dynami-
cal mass of M31 from 100 pc to &100 kpc. Our model does
not produce the very large wiggles exhibited by the observed
rotation curve. The wiggles at 5 and 9 kpc are likely due to
noncircular motions induced by the bar and, thus, as dis-
cussed before, cannot be reproduced by any axisymmetric
model. The bulge of M31 is almost twice as massive as the
bulge of our Galaxy. It is also slightly (30%) more compact.
The disk of M31 is also more massive, but it is more
extended. As a result, in the central 5 kpc of the M31 the

Fig. 2.—Rotation curve for our favorite models A1 (no exchange of
angular momentum) and B1 (with the exchange). Note that the dark matter
dominates only in the outer part of theMilkyWay. Symbols show observa-
tional data from H imeasurements of Knapp et al. (1985; circles) and Kerr
et al. (1986; triangles).

Fig. 3.—Mass distribution of the MW galaxy for model A1 ( full curve)
and model B1 (dashed curve). The large dots with error bars are observatio-
nal constraints. From small to large radii the constraints are based on the
following: stellar radial velocities and proper motions in the Galactic cen-
ter; radial velocities of OH/IR stars; modeling of the bar using DIRBE and
stellar velocities; rotational velocity at the solar radius; and dynamics of
satellites.
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ABSTRACT

We estimated the dynamical surface mass density ! at the solar position between

Z=1.5 and 4 kpc from the Galactic plane, as inferred from the kinematics of thick disk

stars. The formulation is exact within the limit of validity of a few basic assumptions.

The resulting trend of !(Z) matches the expectations of visible mass alone, and no dark

component is required to account for the observations. We extrapolate a dark matter

(DM) density in the solar neighborhood of 0±1 mM! pc"3, and all the current models

of a spherical DM halo are excluded at a confidence level higher than 4!. A detailed

analysis reveals that a small amount of DM is allowed in the volume under study by the

change of some input parameter or hypothesis, but not enough to match the expecta-

tions of the models, except under an exotic combination of non-standard assumptions.

Identical results are obtained when repeating the calculation with kinematical measure-

ments available in the literature. We demonstrate that a DM halo would be detected by

our method, and therefore the results have no straightforward interpretation. Only the

presence of a highly prolate (flattening q >2) DM halo can be reconciled with the obser-

vations, but this is highly unlikely in "CDM models. The results challenge the current

understanding of the spatial distribution and nature of the Galactic DM. In particular,

our results may indicate that any direct DM detection experiment is doomed to fail, if

the local density of the target particles is negligible.
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our method, and therefore the results have no straightforward interpretation. Only the

presence of a highly prolate (flattening q >2) DM halo can be reconciled with the obser-

vations, but this is highly unlikely in "CDM models. The results challenge the current

understanding of the spatial distribution and nature of the Galactic DM. In particular,

our results may indicate that any direct DM detection experiment is doomed to fail, if

the local density of the target particles is negligible.

1Dipartimento di Astronomia, Universitá di Padova, Vicolo Osservatorio 3, I-35122, Padova, Italia
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On the local dark matter density

Jo Bovy1 and Scott Tremaine

Institute for Advanced Study, Einstein Drive, Princeton, NJ 08540, USA

ABSTRACT

An analysis of the kinematics of 412 stars at 1–4 kpc from the Galactic mid-

plane by Moni Bidin et al. (2012) has claimed to derive a local density of dark
matter that is an order of magnitude below standard expectations. We show

that this result is incorrect and that it arises from the invalid assumption that
the mean azimuthal velocity of the stellar tracers is independent of Galactocen-

tric radius at all heights; the correct assumption—that is, the one supported by
data—is that the circular speed is independent of radius in the mid-plane. We
demonstrate that the assumption of constant mean azimuthal velocity is physi-

cally implausible by showing that it requires the circular velocity to drop more
steeply than allowed by any plausible mass model, with or without dark matter,

at large heights above the mid-plane. Using the correct approximation that the
circular velocity curve is flat in the mid-plane, we find that the data imply a local
dark-matter density of 0.008 ± 0.002M! pc"3 = 0.3 ± 0.1Gev cm"3, fully con-

sistent with standard estimates of this quantity. This is the most robust direct
measurement of the local dark-matter density to date.

Subject headings: Galaxy: disk — Galaxy: fundamental parameters — Galaxy:
kinematics and dynamics — Galaxy: halo — Galaxy: solar neighborhood —

Galaxy: structure

1. Introduction

The observed flatness of the Milky Way’s circular-velocity curve at Galactocentric dis-
tances larger than 20 kpc (e.g., Xue et al. 2008) shows that the visible Galactic disk is

embedded in a massive dark halo. The disk is composed of gas and stars (baryons), while
the dark halo is believed to be composed of non-baryonic matter of unknown nature. Despite
the dominance of the dark halo in the outer parts of the Milky Way, it remains unclear from

1 Hubble fellow

How much DM around us ?
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Direct Detection Principle
WIMPs elastically scatter off nuclei in targets, 
producing nuclear recoils.

Erecoil ~ <100 keV
Dark Matter
（WIMP）

Deposit Energy

χ + N → χ + N 

energy

ra
te heavy

light data

For example,  assuming

Mw = 100 GeV/c2  , MT  = 100 GeV/c2 , r = 1

WIMP velocity: v~ 0.75 X 10-3 = 220 km/sec

                                            

          = 1/2 x 100 x GeV/c2 (0.75 x 10 -3) c2

               = 30 keV

ER =
1
2
MW �2c2

WIMP nuclei
θ

θ



R0: Event rate 

Differential Rate
Measuring the deposited energy due to 
elastic scattered nuclei by WIMP.

Expected spectrum:

Maxwellian distribution for DM velocity
is assumed.
V :velocity onto target, 
VE: Earth’s motion around the Sun

dR

dER
= R0F 2(ER)

E0r

k0

k

1
2!v0

!
vmax

vmin

1
v
f(v,vE)d3

v

F: Form Factor
(depends on atomic
nuclei）

motion dynamics

!0 = A2 µ
2

T

µ2
p
!!!p !0 =

(!2
N,Z

J(J+1))Nuclear

(!2
p,Z

J(J+1))proton

µ2
T

µ2
p
!"!p

Spin independent Spin dependent
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Current Status

06.09.2011 Results from 730 kg days of the CRESST-II Dark Matter Search                                                     
Federica Petricca on behalf of the CRESST collaboration

WIMP parameter space

17

M2

M1Low Mass

It should be consistent among same target material.

Xe

Ge

Ge

Ge

Na
I

Xe



Energy spectrum(spin independent)

For 10 GeV
WIMPs

Recoil Energy (keV)

Ev
en

t R
at

e

Xe

Ge
Na Ar

 I

 O
Energy threshold by xe100

(131)
(127)
(73)
(40)
(23)
(16)

Low mass WIMP -> advantage for small Atomic Mass (Eth>6keVnr) 
Energy threshold is very important.



Energy spectrum (spin independent)
Ev

en
t R

at
e

Ge

Na

 I

 O

Recoil Energy (keV)

Xe

Ar

Energy threshold

(131)
(127)
(73)
(40)
(23)
(16)

heavier WIMP -> advantage for Large Atomic Mass
Detector mass is important. (> 100 kg)
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Direct Dark Matter Search in the World

CanFranc
IGEX
ROSEBUD
ANAIS
ArDM

Gran Sasso
DAMA/LIBRA
CRESST I/II
XENON
WARP
Dark Side
NIT

SNOLAB
DEAP-CLEAN
Picasso
COUPP

Soudan
CDMS II
CoGENT

Boulby
NaIAD
ZEPLIN I/II/III
DRIFT I/II

Frejus
EDELWEISS I/II

Kamioka
XMASS
NEWAGE

YangYang
KIMS

Oto
PICOLON

JINPING
PANDA-X
CDEX

Homestake
LUX

South Pole
DM-ICE
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Techniques for Detector
Various Targets: Ge, Xe, Ar, Ne and so on.
Two Signals are used to particle identification to distinguish btw Nuclear Recoil 
and gamma or beta.

Erecoil

LightIonization

Phonon
CRESST

CDMS 
EDELWEISS

ZEPLIN, XENON
WARP, LUX,ArDM,
DarkSide

DAMA, NAIAD, 
XMASS,DEEP-CLEAN

WIMP or Neutronγ/β

CoGENT
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24th Rencontres de Blois, May 30th 2012, Blois, France Luca Scotto Lavina, Subatech, CNRS/IN2P3

The XENON program roadmap: growing in target size...

XENON10
Achieved (2007)

σ
SI
 = 8.8 · 10-44 cm2

XENON100
Achieved (2011)

σ
SI
 = 7.0 · 10-45 cm2

Still operating since 2009 !

Projected (2012)
σ

SI
 ~ 2 · 10-45 cm2

XENON1T
Projected (2017)
σ

SI
 = ~ 10-47 cm2

In advanced design phase
Construction in the end of 2012

!  Some$parameter$space$for$CoGeNT$remains$if$
majority$of$excess$events$not$due$to$WIMPs$

$

!  No$background$
subtraction,$ie$assume$
all$events$could$be$
WIMPs$

!  For$spinYindependent,$
elastic$scattering,$90%$
CL$limits$incompatible$
with$DAMA/LIBRA$and$
entire$CoGeNT$excess$

XENON10 
(arXiv:1104.3088) 

These  
results 

CDMS SUF 
(1 keV thresh) 

CDMS Soudan  
(10 keV thresh) 

DAMA/LIBRA 

DAMA/LIBRA 

CoGeNT 

XENON100 
(arXiv:1104.2549) 

•  Cryogenic set‐up (18 mK) : 

–  Host Germanium bolometers 

–  Up to 40kg 

•  Shieldings : 

–  Clean room + deradonized air 10 

mBq/m3 

–  Ac+ve muon veto (>98% coverage) 

–  50 cm PE shield + 20 cm lead shield 

•  Monitoring detector 

–  Radon detector sensi+ve down to 

few mBq/m3 

–  3He neutron detector (thermal 

neutron monitoring inside shields) 

sensi+vity ~10‐9 n/cm2/s 

–  Liquid scin+llator neutron counter 

(study of muon induced neutrons) 

de Viveiros – LIP-Coimbra May 2012 v01 <8> 

LUX Surface Run (at Homestake) 

! Stable cryogenic operation for > 100 days 
! Ended on Feb 2012, detector being moved 

underground 

! First successful use of technologies proposed 
for tonne-scale detectors: 
! Biggest double phase Xe detector in operation: 

350 kg, 122 PMTs 
! Full scale deployment in water tank 
! Thermosyphon cooling 
! Low background Titanium vessel 

LUX (Luiz de Viveiros, Coimbra)

XENON100 ( Luca Scotto Lavina, Subatech)

CDMS (J. Sander, Texas A&M)

EDELWEISS (A. Cazes, IPN Lyon)
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Xe Target Experiments
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XENON at Gran Sasso, Italy

M. Schumann (U Zürich) – XENON100 11

XENON100

Goal (compared to XENON10):
● increase target ×10
● reduce gamma background ×100
 material selection & screening
 detector design

Quick Facts:
 

● 161 kg LXe TPC (mass: 10 × Xe10 )
 

● 62 kg in target volume
 

● active LXe veto (≥4 cm)
 

● 242 PMTs (Hamamatsu R8520) 
 

● passive shield 
  (Pb, Poly, Cu, H2O, N2 purge)
 

arXiv:1107.2155

E. Aprile

-easy to scale up the detector
-light(S1) + Charge(S2)

particle ID (n-recoil vs gamma)
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Result of XENON100

Expected Background
Gaussian Leakage:   1.14 ± 0.48
 Anomalous Leakage:0 .56± 0.25 
Neutron Background: 0.11 ± 0.08
Total:                           1.8 ± 0.6 events
Observe 3 events
- likelihood for 3 or more events is 28%
- Profile Likelihood analysis also does not yield
significant signal -> calculate limit

arXiv:1104.2549

-data taken in first half of 2010
-100.9 life days
-48 kg fiducial volume out of 62 kg
-data blinded in ROI

XENON100: Limit

Guillaume Plante Exploring Low-Mass Dark Matter Candidates - PITT PACC - November 14-16, 2011 28 / 37
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DAMA/I

DAMA/Na

CoGeNT

CDMS (2010)

CDMS (2011)

EDELWEISS (2011)

XENON10 (S2 only, 2011)

XENON100 (2010)

XENON100 (2011)
observed limit (90% CL)

Expected limit of this run: 

 expectedσ 2 ±
 expectedσ 1 ±

Buchmueller et al.

Trotta et al.

• Strongest limit to date over a large WIMP mass range, challenges the interpretation of
CoGeNT and DAMA signals as being due to low mass WIMPs

• Results recently published Aprile et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 131302, 2011

100010

• Data taking for Dark Matter search is terminated!
• From March 1st 2011 up to now. More than one year of continuous operation
• More than 220 live days of data collected Excellent Detector Performance and 

Stability
• Blind analysis in advanced state
• XENON1T phase: construction in Fall 2012. 

in a few weeks.

s
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LUX at Homestake in US

• Underground Science Timeline
Start dismantling surface March 2012
Start installation underground May 21, 2012
Finish installation September 2012
Finish commissioning November 2012
First data before the end of 2012 
First result in !rst quarter of 2013
300 days result by end 2013

de Viveiros – LIP-Coimbra May 2012 v01 <14> 

Underground Deployment in the Homestake Mine 

! Underground Science Timeline 
! Start dismantling surface March 2012 

! Start installation underground May 21, 2012 

! Finish installation September 2012 

! Finish commissioning November 2012 

! First data before the end of 2012  
! First result in first quarter of 2013 

! 300 days result by end 2013 

- Two phase Xe TPC
-Homestake: 1.5 km deep 
(4300 m.w.e., μ flux reduced x10-7 compared to sea level)
-350kg Liquid Xe Detector (59 cm height, 49 cm diameter)
-122 Hamamatsu R8778 PMTs (d = 5 cm)
-61 on top, 61 on bottom §§ Low-background Ti Cryostat

de Viveiros – LIP-Coimbra May 2012 v01 <5> 

The LUX Detector 

! To be deployed in the Sanford Lab at the Homestake Mine (South Dakota, USA) 

! 1.5 km deep (4300 m.w.e., � flux reduced x10-7 compared to sea level) 

! 350kg Liquid Xe Detector (59 cm height, 49 cm diameter) 

! 122 Hamamatsu R8778 PMTs (d = 5 cm) 
61 on top, 61 on bottom 

! Low-background Ti Cryostat Titanium Cryostat 

PMTs 
(60 Top / 60 Bottom) Teflon Can 

R8778 PMTs  

expected to have lower background than XENON100
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XMASS at Kamioka in Japan
-Sensitive volume 835 kg LXe out of 1100 kg 

 (DAMA 7 yrs + LIBRA 4yrs -> 1.17ton x yr)
- Scintillation only, self-shielding (Fiducial ~ 100 kg)

-Total:	  642	  Hex	  PMTs	  
	  	  	  (low	  radioac6ve	  PMT	  R10789)
-‐High	  Photo	  coverage:	  62%

- 15	  Photoelectron/keV
	  (	  best	  among	  DM	  scin6llator)
-‐under	  inves6ga6ng	  surface	  events	  (Al	  seal	  of	  PMT,	  
Cu	  surface)

Total	  photo	  electron
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  distribu6on

real data
simulation 15PE/keV
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Ge Target Experiments
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CDMS(Low threshold analysis)

-No background subtraction, ie assume 
all events could be WIMPs 

-For spin‐independent, elastic 
scattering, 90% CL limits incompatible 
with DAMA/LIBRA and entire CoGeNT 
excess 

-Some parameter space for CoGeNT 
remains if majority of excess events not 
due to WIMPs

•  30 Ge & Si Crystals 
•  Arranged in verticals stacks of 6 called “towers” 
•  Shielding composed of lead, poly, and a muon veto not described. 

7.6$cm$diameter$$$

1.0$cm$thick$

•  The name of the game is background reduction (shielding) and rejection. 
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New results from CDMS and XENON10

XENON100 
(~1500 kg d)

(~14 kg d)
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DAMA/LIBRA 

CoGeNT 

XENON100 
(arXiv:1104.2549) 

CDMS Soudan  
(10 keV thresh) 

CDMS SUF 
(1 keV thresh) 

90% CL upper limits on elastic scattering cross section 

$%!&'(&)(*+,B)=H*)5#JB);X;XCA)UAC;;WB)*-./012322,4564)
$7&-/8(&)(*+,B)=H-)K!B);AACCT)UAC;CWB)*-./012323,5493)

These  
results 

S. Yellin, PRD, 66, 032005 (2002); 
arXiv:0709.2701v1 (2007) 

XENON10 
(arXiv:1104.3088) 

CDMS: 241 kg-days with 8 Ge detectors

XENON10: 14 kg-days using LXe

analysis down to 2 keV nuclear recoil energy

CDMS XENON10

analysis down to 1.4 keV nuclear recoil energy

CDMS Collaboration, PRL 106, 131302 (2011) XENON10 Collaboration, PRL 107, 051301 (2011)

46

CDMS Collaboration, PRL 106, 131302 (2011)

- Soudan in US.
- powerful particle ID by Phone + Charge signal
-241 kg-days with lowest noise 8 Ge detectors

(~230 g each)
- data: Oct/2006 - Sep 2008
- Energy threshold (1.5-2.5 keV)
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EDELWEISS

•  exposure: 113 kg.d 

•  Es+mated 

background : 

–  Neutron < 1.7 

–  Gamma : 1.2 

–  Heat‐only << 1 

–  Surface events are 

negligeable 

background. 

•  Limit derived from 

simple Poisson 

sta+s+cs in the 

«WIMP box» 

σSI < 1.10
‐5 pb at 90%C.L. for MWIMP = 10 GeV/c

2  

Cryogenic set‐up (18 mK) :
–  Host Germanium bolometers (Heat + Charge)
–  Up to 40kg
- Low Threshold Analysis ( < 5keV)
1 •  exposure: 113 kg.d 
2 •  Es+mated background : 
1 –  Neutron < 1.7 
2 –  Gamma : 1.2 
3 –  Heat‐only << 1 
4 –  Surface events are negligeable  background. 

3 •  Limit derived from simple Poisson sta+s+cs in the «WIMP box» 

•  ID Detectors sensi+ve to nuclear recoil < 5keV  

•  New analysis with E
recoil

<20keV 

•  Selec+on of data set compa+ble with low  

      energy threshold 

•  Careful measurement of efficiency at low 

      energy 

•  Analysis : 

–  Observables: 
•  Best energy es+mator for NR at low energies, based on the heat signal only : E

recoil 

•  Use ioniza+on signals to select fiducial events and reject heat‐only events and gamma‐rays 

–  Select WIMP region in the Erecoil‐Eion plane : «WIMP box» defini+on: isolevel of the 

WIMP density ⍴ such that 90% of the WIMP signal is inside this isolevel. 

–  Take into account measured efficiencies (both as a func+on of heat and ioniza+on 

energies) 

Heat energy (keV, NR scale)
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Fi
du
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 io
ni
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n 
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ee
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1

2
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ID 3 

WIMP box for 

M
W
=10GeV 

2012 Blois, Antoine Cazes 
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Others (NaI, CaWO4)
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DAMA/LIBRA in Gran Sasso

December
30 km/s

~ 232 km/s
60°

June

30 km/s

• DAMA(~100 kg) + LIBRA (~250 kg) of NaI
•Annual Modulation 8.8σ (DAMA 7 yrs + 
LIBRA 4yrs -> 1.17ton x yr)  
•Muon rate in Gran Sasso ?( arXiv:1202.4179v2)

phase is different.
• Other experiment can do same thing ? 
   Especially by NaI ? ( ->DM-ICE program)

Requirements:!

To mimic this signature, spurious effects and side reactions must not only be able to account for the whole 
observed modulation amplitude, but also to satisfy contemporaneously all the requirements 

v⊕(t) = vsun + vorb cosγcos[ω(t-t0)] 
Sk[!(t)] =

dR
dER

dER " S0,k +
#Ek
$ Sm ,k cos[% (t & t0 )]

Investigating the presence of a DM particle component in the galactic  
halo by the model independent annual modulation signature 

Expected rate in given energy bin changes because of 
the Earth�s motion around the Sun moving in the 
Galaxy. Therefore it has different peculiarities(e.g. the 
phase) with respect to those effects connected with 
seasons 

•  vsun ~ 232 km/s (Sun velocity in the halo) 
•  vorb = 30 km/s (Earth velocity around the Sun)!
•  γ = π/3!
•  ω = 2π/T        T = 1 year!
•  t0 = 2nd June (when v⊕  is maximum) 

1) Modulated rate according cosine 

2) In a definite low energy range 

3) With a proper period (1 year) 

4) With proper phase (about 2nd June) 

5) For single hit in a multi-detector set-up 

6) With modulated amplitude in the region of maximal sensitivity 
< 7% (for usually adopted halo distributions, but it can be larger 
in case of some possible scenarios) 

December 

60° 

June 

Drukier, Freese, Spergel PRD86!
Freese et al. PRD88!

6-14 keV

2-6 keV

6-14 keV

2-6 keV

Dark Matter investigation by modelDark Matter investigation by model--independent annual modulation signatureindependent annual modulation signature

No No systematicssystematics or side reaction able or side reaction able 
to account for the measured to account for the measured 
modulation amplitude and to satisfy modulation amplitude and to satisfy 
all the peculiarities of the signatureall the peculiarities of the signature

Power spectrum 

Multiple hits events = 
Dark Matter particle “switched off” This result offers an 

additional strong support 
for the presence of DM 
particles in the galactic 
halo further excluding 
any side effect either 
from hardware or from 
software procedures or 
from background

2-6 keV

Comparison between single hit residual rate (red points) and multiple hit 
residual rate (green points) for  (DAMA/LIBRA 1-6); Clear modulaion in the 
single hit events A=(0.0091±0.0014) cpd/kg/keV; No modulation in the 
residual rate of the multiple hit events A=-(0.0006±0.0004) cpd/kg/keV

EPJC 56(2008)333, arXiv:1002.1028

continuous lines: t0 = 152.5 d,  T = 1.00 y
Acos[Z(t-t0)]

The data favor the presence of a modulated The data favor the presence of a modulated behaviourbehaviour with all the proper with all the proper 
features for DM particles in the galactic halo at about 9features for DM particles in the galactic halo at about 9VV C.L.C.L.

DAMA/NaI (7 years) + DAMA/LIBRA (6 years). Total exposure: 1.17 tonuyr
(the largest exposure ever collected in this field)

Experimental single-hit residuals rate vs time in 2-6 keV

A=(0.0114±0.0013) cpd/kg/keV
F2/dof = 64.7/79     8.8 V C.L.

Absence of modulation? No
F2/dof=140/80 P(A=0) = 4.3u10-5

fit with all the parameters free:
A = (0.0098 ± 0.0015) cpd/kg/keV
t0 = (146±9) d  
T = (0.999±0.002) y

Principal mode 
2.735 · 10-3 d-1 § 1 y-1

8.8 sigma
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DAMA/LIBRA upgrade in Nov/Dec 2010

2012 JINST 7 P03009

Figure 1. During the installation of the new higher Q.E. HAMAMATSU PMTs in DAMA/LIBRA at end of
2010. All the procedures involving detectors, PMTs, etc. have been carried out in HP Nitrogen atmosphere.

analysis [1–4]. The performance of the apparatus in this configuration and the features of these
PMTs are described in [1]. In particular, that configuration typically produced a light response in
the range 5.5–7.5 ph.e./keV, depending on the detector.

For the incoming years the software energy threshold is decreased (and the acceptance effi-
ciency of the noise rejection procedure near energy threshold [1] is increased as well1) thanks to
the new high Q.E. R6233MOD PMTs specially developed by HAMAMATSU, whose features are
described in the following. This upgrade will allow — as well as the collection of a new very large
exposure — the achievement of further and of new results both on the Dark Matter investigation
and on other rare processes.

2 Requirements and production of the new high Q.E. PMTs

Specific features were asked for by DAMA coll. to the company in order to fit the requirements of
the project: 1) the Q.E. at l peak should be ⇡ 40%; 2) the dark current should be < 500 cps; 3) the
window diameter should be 3”; 4) a particular size and shape should be designed (to fit the already
existing “shaped” shield around PMTs, and to minimize the amount of material). This requires a
lower number of dynodes with respect to previous efforts of the same company; 5) a multiplication
factor > 106 even under the requirement 4; 6) a peak/valley ratio & 2; 7) PMTs radiopurity at least
at level of the previously used EMI-Electron Tubes ones [1]; 8) selections in the production to
fulfill all the requirements.

After the dedicated work and the selections on the PMTs, HAMAMATSU developed the new
R6233MOD PMTs, whose drawing is reported in figure 2; they have Special High Q.E. Bialkali
photocathode, ten dynodes, high Q.E., high gain, low level of dark current and a lower level of
residual contaminations (see later). Their shipment from HAMAMATSU occurred mainly in three
batches: i) 40 PMTs with hQ.E.i= 37% @ peak and dark current < 500 cps; twenty of them were
sent back after the tests; ii) 20 PMTs with hQ.E.i = 39.4% @ peak and dark current ⌧ 500 cps;
iii) 10 PMTs with hQ.E.i= 38.3% @ peak and dark current ⌧ 500 cps.

1We remind that the only data treatment which is performed on the analyzed data of DAMA/LIBRA is to eliminate
obvious noise events (whose number sharply decreases when increasing the number of available photoelectrons) near

– 2 –
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Figure 5. Q.E. at peak and at 420 nm of each one of the 50 high Q.E. PMTs, installed in DAMA/LIBRA.
The averages (RMS) are 38.5% (1.6%) and 35.1% (1.4%), respectively; the RMS show that the Q.E. spread
in the PMTs production is well limited.

4 Radiopurity

The radiopurity of the high Q.E. HAMAMATSU PMTs has been measured by HPGe spectrometry
at the deep underground Ge facility of the LNGS [10]. The results have shown some improvement
in radio-purity with respect to the previously used EMI-Electron Tubes PMTs.

Typical values of residual contaminations are shown in table 1; the averaged values are also
given there. In particular, the standard deviations point out that the spreads of the residual con-

Table 1. Typical residual contaminations of the new PMTs with high Q.E. produced by HAMAMATSU for
DAMA/LIBRA as measured deep underground at the LNGS Ge facility. Each line corresponds to a different
PMT; the measuring time and the PMT mass are also reported. The measured radiopurity well satisfies the
requirements of the DAMA collaboration.

Time Mass 226Ra 234mPa 235U 228Ra 228Th 40K 137Cs 60Co
(s) (kg) (Bq/kg) (Bq/kg) (mBq/kg) (Bq/kg) (mBq/kg) (Bq/kg) (mBq/kg) (mBq/kg)

233164 0.1599 0.46±0.02 1.3±0.7 48±18 0.13±0.02 91±16 0.61±0.12 < 12 < 10
252817 0.1429 0.42±0.02 < 1.6 47±18 0.097±0.023 75±15 0.45±0.10 < 27 < 7
179043 0.1493 0.42±0.03 < 2.2 < 61 0.11±0.03 83±17 0.53±0.13 15±9 < 13
253541 0.1431 0.49±0.02 2.6±0.9 69±20 0.12±0.03 100±20 0.65±0.12 < 10 < 14
171680 0.1513 0.45±0.03 < 2.9 35±21 0.12±0.03 72±17 0.66±0.15 < 24 < 5
147685 0.1461 0.38±0.03 < 3.2 < 51 0.12±0.03 62±18 0.45±0.13 < 17 < 6
173967 0.1547 0.54±0.03 2.1±0.9 45±19 0.14±0.03 120±20 0.91±0.16 < 20 < 6
86402 0.1550 0.39±0.04 < 2.4 57±25 0.15±0.04 78±23 0.38±0.17 < 18 < 15
86333 0.1597 0.34±0.03 < 2.3 < 59 0.12±0.04 64±19 0.57±0.18 < 33 < 25

252918 0.1548 0.43±0.02 < 2.1 37±17 0.12±0.02 100±20 0.46±0.10 < 17 < 12
190066 0.1458 0.42±0.03 < 1.7 47±20 0.16±0.03 66±14 0.49±0.12 < 21 < 14
167544 0.1462 0.51±0.03 < 1.8 59±23 0.12±0.03 100±20 0.73±0.16 < 14 < 8
165333 0.1480 0.39±0.03 < 2.9 38±19 0.13±0.03 100±20 0.29±0.11 < 13 < 7
257147 0.1474 0.36±0.02 < 2.0 < 44 0.097±0.023 73±13 0.52±0.11 15±7 < 10
160374 0.1531 0.48±0.03 1.7±0.9 42±22 0.11±0.03 67±18 0.32±0.12 < 17 < 8
163032 0.1442 0.35±0.03 < 2.8 36±19 0.14±0.03 83±19 0.60±0.15 < 17 < 6

Average 0.43 — 47 0.12 83 0.54 — —
Standard deviation 0.06 — 10 0.02 17 0.16 — —

– 5 –
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hamamatsu PMT

- high QE 35% at 420nm
- Energy threshold 

2keV -> 1keV
- a better energy resolution
- a better noise/scintillation 

discrimination
- less radioactivity

35
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CoGeNT Dark Matter Experiment 
(in brief…) 

 • 440-gram 
high purity germanium 
ionization spectrometer 

• ~0.5 keV energy threshold 
• In low-background shield at 
Soudan Underground Lab 

• Operated for dark matter 
direct-detection search 

• Installed:   Aug. 2009 
Data start:  Dec. 2009 
Offline:   Mar. 2011 
(Soudan Lab mine fire) 
 

Data Restart:  July  2011 

- 440-gram
high purity germanium ionization 
spectrometer
• p-type Point Contact
• ~0.5 keV energy threshold 
• In low-background shield at 
Soudan Underground Lab

C.E. Aalseth et al. PRL 106, 2

FIG. 1: Top: Uncorrected (i.e., prior to threshold e!ciency
correction) spectrum displaying all expected K-shell EC cos-
mogenic peak positions. The dotted histogram shows the
spectrum before rejection of surface background events. Bot-
tom: Uncorrected low-energy spectrum following removal of
surface events. Dotted Gaussian peaks show the predicted
L-shell EC contribution, devoid of any free parameters (see
text). A dashed line traces their envelope. A second dashed
line indicates the combined threshold e!ciency (trigger +
software cuts) [1], an arrow pointing from it to the right scale.
Inset: Spectra corrected by this e!ciency and stripped of L-
shell contribution and flat background component. Examples
of light WIMP signals are overlapped on it (see text).

the individual L-shell predictions in a background model
containing this envelope, an exponential and a constant
background. The resulting best-fit indicates a L-shell
contribution just 10% short of the nominal prediction,
well within its uncertainty. Fig. 2 shows the region of in-
terest (ROI) obtained when these irreducible spectra are
fitted by a sample model containing signals from WIMPs
of mass m! and spin-independent coupling !SI , and a
free exponential background. As in [1], this ROI is de-
fined by the upper and lower 90% C.L. intervals for the
best-fit !SI , whenever the lower interval is incompatible
with a null value. This ROI is meant to direct the eye
to the region of parameter space where the hypothesis of
a WIMP signal dominating the irreducible background
events fares best, but it does not include astrophysical or
other uncertainties listed next. Reasonable uncertainties
in the germanium quenching factor employed (Fig. 4 in
[2], [10]) can shift this ROI by! ±1 GeV/c2. The present
uncertainty in the fiducial bulk volume of this detector
is O(10)% [1]. Departures from the assumption of a con-

FIG. 2: ROI extracted from the irreducible spectra in Fig. 1
(inset) under consideration of a light-WIMP hypothesis. A
small dotted line bisects it, approximately separating the do-
mains favored by the black dot (left) or unfilled circle (right)
spectra in Fig. 1. ROI definition and uncertainties able to
shift it are described in the text. The DAMA/LIBRA ROI
includes present uncertainties in its position [11], with the
exception of ion channeling [14], conservatively assumed to
be absent. Solid and dotted lines are CDMS limits from [15]
and [7], respectively. A dashed line corresponds to recent
XENON100 claims [8]. Uncertainties in these constraints and
those by XENON10 [16] are examined in [17, 18].

stant background in the model above can also displace
this region. A modest contamination of the spectrum by
surface events next to threshold [1, 6] would shift this
ROI to slightly higher values of m! and lower !SI . The
additional exposure collected since [1] results in a much
reduced CoGeNT ROI, one in the immediate vicinity of
the parameter space compatible with the annual modu-
lation e!ect observed by DAMA/LIBRA [11, 12]. This
region of !SI , m! space is populated by the predictions
of several particle phenomenologies. The reader is di-
rected to references in [1] and recent literature for ex-
amples. The same region has received recent attention
within the context of dark matter annihilation signatures
at the center of our galaxy, and anomalies in accelerator
experiments [13]. Fig. 2 also displays limits from other
searches, a subject treated again below.
A search for a WIMP-induced annual modulation in

dark matter detector data requires an exceptional low-
energy stability in the device. Fig. 3 shows that these
conditions are present for CoGeNT. The top panel dis-
plays daily averages in the detector electronic noise. Ex-
cessive excursions in this parameter would a!ect the sta-
bility of the detector threshold. These are not observed.
Precautions are taken to ensure that this noise is as sta-
ble as possible: for instance, by automatically refilling
the detector liquid nitrogen Dewar every 48h, the crystal
temperature and its associated leakage current are held
as constant as possible. The second panel shows the sta-
bility of the trigger threshold, derived from the di!erence
between the daily average baseline DC level in the trig-
gering channel and a constant (digitally fixed) discrimi-
nator level. The small excursions observed correspond to
a temperature drift in the digitizers (NI 5102) and shap-
ing amplifier (Ortec 672) of ! 1!C. These small instabil-
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FIG. 4: Rate vs. time in several energy regions (the last bin
spans 8 days). A dotted line denotes the best-fit modulation.
A solid line indicates a prediction for a 7 GeV/c2 WIMP in
a galactic halo with Maxwellian velocity distribution. Back-
ground contamination and/or a non-Maxwellian halo can shift
the amplitude of this nominal modulation (see text). Dotted
and solid lines overlap for the bottom panels.

radon levels by a factor !4 [24]. Muon-coincident events
constitute a few percent of the low-energy spectrum [1],
limiting a muon-induced modulated amplitude to <<1%
[6]. Rejection of veto-coincident events does not alter the
observed modulation. Radon displacement via pressur-
ized LN boil-o! gas is continuously maintained at 2 l/min
within an aluminum shell encasing the lead shielding [25].
A radon-induced modulation would be expected to a!ect
a much broader spectral region than observed [26].

The CDMS collaboration has recently claimed [7] to
exclude a light-WIMP interpretation of CoGeNT and
DAMA/LIBRA observations. Uncertainties a!ecting
this claim are discussed in [17, 27]. Observations from
XENON10 [16] and XENON100 [8] have been used to
claim a similar rejection of light-WIMP scenarios. Un-
certainties a!ecting these searches are examined in [18].

In conclusion, presently available CoGeNT data favor
the presence of an annual modulation in the low-energy
spectral rate, for events taking place in the bulk of the
detector only. While its origin is presently unknown, the
spectral and temporal information are prima facie con-

gruent when the WIMP hypothesis is examined: in par-
ticular, the WIMP mass region most favored by a spectral
analysis (Fig. 2) generates predictions for the modulated
amplitude in agreement with observations, modulo the
dependence of this assertion on the choice of astrophysi-
cal parameters and halo velocity distribution [21–23, 28].
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solid: best-fit

- Energy threshold 0.5 keV 
- 0.33 kg x 442 days
- modulation hypothesis  

2.8 sigma
- 16.6±3.8% amplitude
- 347±29 days period
- minimum in Oct 16±12 d

to increase statistic: 440g 
 -> C4 (1 kg x 4 modules)0.4 3.2

keVkeV
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CRESST
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~300g CaWO4 target crystal 

Silicon on sapphire  
light detector 

Reflective and scintillating foil 

TESs 

Reflective bronze clamps 

Lanfranchi DM2012

-CaWO4 target (~300g)
-Measuring both scintillation light and phonon.
-8 CaWO4 was used for analysis out of fully 
operated 18 modules.
- Total exposure 730 kg days
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account the more detailed information of the individual
event multiplicities in order to clarify the contributions of
the two types of neutron sources to the total background.
We will, however, see that the result is compatible with
the simple estimates of the limiting cases given here.

An independent aspect of the neutron background con-
cerns the corresponding recoil energy spectrum. Within
our narrow accepted energy range, the energy spectra
induced by the two types of neutron events are found
to be very similar, according to the calibration data
discussed above. The spectrum can be parametrized by
a simple exponential dNn/dE / exp (�E/Edec). We
determine the parameter Edec from a fit to the spec-
trum obtained in the AmBe neutron calibration run. In
the energy range between 12 keV to 40 keV we obtain
Edec = (23.54± 0.92) keV.

This similarity in the spectra induced by neutrons from
the two quite di↵erent sources (in agreement with Monte
Carlo results [5]) indicates how the Pb/Cu shielding sur-
rounding the detectors will moderate an incoming neu-
tron flux regardless of its origin. The primary spectrum of
the neutrons is washed out by inelastic scatterings in the
shielding. This finding supports our use of the results of
the neutron calibration to estimate the e↵ects of a gen-
eral neutron background. The only exception to this ar-
gument might be a neutron-producing contamination in
close vicinity of the detectors. In this case, we would ex-
pect a recoil spectrum reaching to much higher energies
and fewer singles for a given number of coincidences. In
this case, the application of our above calibration results
would lead to a conservative neutron background estimate.

4.4 Lead Recoil Background

To illustrate the lead recoil background from 210Po decay,
Fig. 8 displays the data set of a di↵erent detector mod-
ule as in Fig. 6. Compared to Fig. 6, a more prominent
population of 206Pb recoils below the tungsten band is
visible, with a rather long tail extending down to the ac-
ceptance region. Since the lead band and the acceptance
region overlap considerably, a leakage of some 206Pb events
into the acceptance region cannot be excluded.

For an estimate of this background, we follow a sim-
ilar strategy as for the ↵-background. We define a refer-
ence region for each detector module which contains pre-
dominantly 206Pb recoils, and model the spectral energy
density dNPb/dE in this region. This model is then ex-
trapolated into the energy range of the acceptance region.

As a reference region, we choose the lead recoil band
at energies above the acceptance region, where a possible
WIMP signal cannot contribute. In some detector modules
with wider bands, the lead band still overlaps with the
oxygen band around the lower edge of this energy range.
In this case, we additionally restrict the reference region
to the lower part of the lead band without overlap with
the oxygen band in order to be independent of possible
neutron-induced events on oxygen. The event distribution
of the Pb recoils peaks at the full lead recoil energy of
103 keV and the upper boundary of the reference region

Fig. 8. (Color online) The data of detector module Ch51,
shown in the light yield vs. recoil energy plane. Again, the
shaded areas indicate the bands, where alpha (yellow), oxygen
(violet), and tungsten (gray) recoil events are expected. Ad-
ditionally highlighted are the acceptance region (orange), the
region where lead recoils with energies between 40 and 90 keV
are expected (green), and the events observed in these regions.
The highlighted lead recoil region (green) serves as a reference
region for estimating the 206Pb recoil background.

module nPb
ref

Ch05 17

Ch20 6

Ch29 14

Ch33 6

Ch43 12

Ch45 15

Ch47 7

Ch51 12

total 89

Table 3. Observed counts nPb
ref in the lead reference regions of

the detector modules.

is set at 90 keV so that it covers the low energy tail. An
example of the resulting reference region is highlighted
in green in Fig. 8. Table 3 summarizes the counts n

Pb
ref

observed in the reference region of each detector module.
Fig. 9 presents the energy spectrum of the events found

in the 206Pb reference regions of all detector modules, but
includes also lead recoils with higher energies to illustrate
the peak at the full nominal recoil energy of 103 keV. In
the energy range of the reference region (below 90 keV),
the tail of the distribution can be modeled by an expo-
nential decay on top of a constant contribution:

dNPb

dE
(E) = APb ·

"
CPb + exp

 
E � 90 keV

E

Pb
decay

!#
. (1)

For a first rough estimate of the recoil background,
we simply fit such a function to the spectrum of Fig. 9.

Ch51

06.09.2011
Results from 730 kg days of the CRESST-II Dark Matter Search                                                     

Federica Petricca on behalf of the CRESST collaboration

� Total likelihood has two maxima in the parameter space
� M1 global maximum
� M2 slightly disfavored
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TES

target 

crystal

TES

reflective and

scintillating

housing

light

detector
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detector

light absorber

thermal coupling

thermal coupling

Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of a CRESST detector module, con-
sisting of the target crystal and an independent light detector.
Both are read out by transition edge sensors (TES) and are
enclosed in a common reflective and scintillating housing.

2.3 Quenching Factors and Background Discrimination

For each particle interaction, a detector module yields two
coincident signals (one from the phonon and one from the
light detector). While the phonon channel provides a sen-
sitive measurement of the total energy deposition in the
target (approximately independent of the type of interact-
ing particle), the light signal can be used to discriminate
di↵erent types of interactions. To this end, we define the
light yield of an event as the ratio of energy measured
with the light detector divided by the energy measured
with the phonon detector. We normalize the energy scale
of the light channel such that 122 keV �’s from a 57Co
calibration source have a light yield of unity. With this
normalization electron recoils induced either by � sources
or by gamma interactions, generally have a light yield of
about 1. On the other hand, ↵’s and nuclear recoils are
found to have a lower light yield. We quantify this reduc-
tion by assigning a quenching factor (QF) to each type of
interaction. The QF describes the light output expressed
as a percentage of the light output for a � of the same
deposited energy.

Some quenching factors can be directly determined
from CRESST data. For example, neutrons detectably
scatter mainly o↵ the oxygen nuclei in CaWO4. The QF
for oxygen can thus be determined from a neutron calibra-
tion run which took place during the data taking discussed
here. The result is

QF O = (10.4± 0.5)%.

Moreover, the quenching factor for low energy ↵’s can be
found to be about 22%, using ↵-events in the current data
set. Similarly, the value for lead can be inferred to be
around 1.4%. Both measurements will be discussed below.

Other types of interactions (in particular calcium and
tungsten recoils) are not observed with su�cient statistics










Fig. 3. Illustration of background events due to surface con-
taminations with 210Po.

in CRESST, and their quenching factors must be deter-
mined in dedicated experiments [3]:

QFCa =
�
6.38+0.62

�0.65

�
%

QFW =
�
3.91+0.48

�0.43

�
%.

Corresponding to these di↵erent values, there will be char-
acteristic “bands” for the di↵erent particles or recoils in
the light yield-energy plane. This allows for an excellent
discrimination between potential signal events (expected
to show up as nuclear recoils) and the dominant radioac-
tive backgrounds (mainly e/�-events).

Furthermore, it is even partially possible to determine
which type of nucleus is recoiling. Such a discrimination
is possible to the extent to which the di↵erent nuclear
recoil bands in the light yield-energy plane can be sepa-
rated within the resolution of the light channel. This then
allows a study of potential WIMP interactions with dif-
ferent target nuclei, in parallel in the same setup. Such a
possibility can be particularly relevant for the verification
of a positive WIMP signal, and is a distinctive feature of
CRESST.

2.4 Scintillating Housing

As mentioned above, the housing of the detector mod-
ules consists mainly of a reflecting and scintillating poly-
meric foil. Making all surfaces in the vicinity of the de-
tectors scintillating is important in discriminating back-
ground events due to contamination of surfaces with ↵-
emitters. The basic mechanism of this background is il-
lustrated in Fig. 3.

The most important isotope in this context is 210Po,
a decay product of the gas 222Rn. It can be present on or
implanted in the surfaces of the detectors and surround-
ing material. The 210Po nuclei decay to 206Pb, giving a
5.3MeV ↵-particle and a 103 keV recoiling lead nucleus.
It can happen that the lead nucleus hits the target crystal
and deposits its energy there, while the ↵-particle escapes.
Due to its low quenching factor, the lead nucleus can often
not be distinguished from a tungsten recoil and thus can
mimic a WIMP interaction.

However, if the polonium mother nucleus was located
on the surface of the target crystal or implanted in it (the

two maximum in Likelihood

Background Reduction:
-Modi!cation of the clamps holding the crystals 
to reduce α and Pb-recoils backgrounds
-Installation of an additional internal neutron shielding

Next Step
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Summary
  XENON100:

 XE100 operation was terminated. 200 days data will be open soon.
 preparing XENON1T -> DARWIN program (multi ton Xe+Ar target)
LUX:
  Moving the detector from surface to underground lab.
XMASS:
  High light yield (15 PE/keV). Analysis and identifying of the background is on 
going.
EDELWEISS:
  <5keV threshold analysis. Move to Phase EDELLWEISS III
CDMS:
  Low threshold analysis.  Super CDMS (iZIP) 10kg is on going.
CoGENT: 
  statistical improve 0.4 kg -> 1kg Upgrade. (C4)
DAMA/LIBRA:
  Upgrade to higher QE in Nov/Dec 2010.
CRESST:
  Upgrade to reduce background from crystal holder and
  will add more shield for neutron.

I apologize for the experiments which could not be covered in this talk.

Xe

Ge

NaI
CaWO4

DM-ICE
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spin dependent case

24th Rencontres de Blois, May 30th 2012, Blois, France Luca Scotto Lavina, Subatech, CNRS/IN2P3

New XENON100 Spin Dependent Limit (preliminary)

Analysis for SD coupling of WIMPs to 129Xe 
(26.2%) and 131Xe (21.8%) (unpaired n)

● Paper in internal referee phase

● Same data (from 2010 data taking) and 
event selection as for SI analysis

● Profile Likelihood analysis used: Phys. Rev. 
D 84, 052003 (2011)

● Result by using 2 nuclear models:
● Suhonen et al. (        )
● Ressell&Dean (        )

● New best limits for pure neutron coupling 
(relatively small impact of nuclear model)

● Pure proton coupling (strong dependence on 
nuclear model used)

XENON100, Luca Scotto Lavina, May 30th, 2012, Blois



What is the background ?
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Figure 3. Combined spectra of energy de-
positions in the NaI crystals from radioactive
background originated in the crystals and in
the PMTs. Solid curve: PMTs – 30 ppb of
238U, 30 ppb of 232Th, 60 ppm of natural K
in 100 g of the PMT envelope; NaI – 5 ppt
of 238U, 5 ppt of 232Th, 10 ppb of natural K,
0.2 ppt of 129I and 6.46 ! 10!14 ppb of 22Na.
Dotted curve: PMTs – U/Th - the same as
for solid curve, 1.2% of K; NaI – U/Th - the
same as for solid curve, 20 ppt of K. Dashed
curve: PMTs – the same as for solid curve;
NaI – 20 ppb of natural potassium, 40 ppt
of 238U, 20 ppt of 232Th, other isotopes - the
same as for solid curve.
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Figure 4. Simulated spectra of energy
depositions in the NaI crystals from internal
sources at low energies assuming ‘optimised’
concentrations of isotopes in the crystals: 40
ppt of 238U, 20 ppt of 232Th, 20 ppb of natural
potassium, 0.2 ppt of 129I. The measured
spectrum without signal subtraction (open
squares) and with signal subtraction (60 GeV
mass WIMPs with !SI = 7 ! 10!6 pb – filled
squares, and !SI = 2!10!6 pb – open circles)
are also shown.

contaminations in di!erent materials in and around the detectors. Even for a model with small
cross-section, the measured spectrum minus signal (open circles in Figure 4) does not match
the predictions at 1.5-2.5 keV. A better match between the simulated background spectrum and
the measurements minus signal would require a very small ratio of non-modulated to modulated
parts of the signal spectrum (certainly less than a factor of 10 at 2-4 keV).

3. Conclusions
We have shown that any specific source of background radiation has a characteristic spectrum.
We found that it is hard to match the measured spectrum of DAMA/LIBRA at low energies (even
without signal) with the simulated background assuming measured concentrations of radioactive
isotopes in NaI crystals. The assumption of higher concentrations of certain isotopes, although
improving agreement with the low-energy part of the spectrum, results in some features that
are not seen by DAMA at high energies. If a signal is present, then the background (measured
spectrum minus signal) should have a minimum at about 1.5-2 keV that is not present in the
simulated spectra. We do emphasise that any interpretation of the annual modulation of the
event rate observed by DAMA, as dark matter signal, is incomplete without clear understanding
of the background spectrum. Such integrated analysis would significantly restrict the dark
matter models capable of explaining the modulation e!ect.
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Energy distribution of the modulation amplitudes 

ΔE = 0.5 keV bins 

DAMA/NaI (7 years) + DAMA/LIBRA (6 years) 
     total exposure: 425428 kg×day ≈1.17 ton×yr  

A clear modulation is present in the (2-6) keV energy interval, while Sm 
values compatible with zero are present just above 
 
The Sm values in the (6–20) keV energy interval have random fluctuations 
around zero with χ2 equal to 27.5 for 28 degrees of freedom  

( )[ ]00 cos)( ttSStR m −+= ω
hereT=2π/ω=1 yr and t0= 152.5 day 
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signal subtraction

DAMA recently upgrade to Higher QE PMTs.
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Figure 1: The phase of the DAMA annual modulation signal [4] and the muon
phases quoted by Borexino in two analyses [14, 15], by LVD [13], and by MACRO
[12]. The muon phases quoted by those three experiments have to be regarded as
mean values among the muon phases in all the considered years since the muon
phase depends on the temperature of the outer atmosphere and, thus, it changes
each year. The phase of the DAMA observed e!ect has instead a stable value
in the di!erent years [3, 4]. The horizontal dashed line corresponds to 2nd June
(date around which the phase of the DM annual modulation is expected). The
middle of June is also marked as an example; in fact, the maximum temperature
of the outer atmosphere at the LNGS location cannot be as low as the middle of
June (and for several years), date which is still 3 ! far away from the phase of the
DAMA observed e!ect.

dN = !N(t)dt! + [a+ b cos"(t! tµ)] dt

given by the sum of two contributions, the former due to the decay of the species
and the latter due to their production, showing the typical pattern of muon flux
with b/a " 0.015, and period T = 2#/" = 1 year; a is the mean production rate.
Solving this di!erential equation, one has:

N(t) = Ae!t/! + a$ + b#
(1/!)2+"2

cos"(t! tside)

where A is an integration constant, and tside = tµ + arctg("!)
" (see Fig. 2). In

condition of secular equilibrium (obtained for time scale greater than $), the first
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The µ case 

MonteCarlo simulation 
•  muon intensity distribution  
•  Gran Sasso rock overburden map 

Single-hit events 

Case of fast neutrons produced by µ!

It cannot mimic the signature: already excluded by R90, by multi-hits analysis + different phase, etc.!

Sm
(µ) < (0.3-2.4) × 10-5 cpd/kg/keV!

NO R90, multi-hits, phase, and other analyses  

DAMA/LIBRA surface ≈0.13 m2 

µ flux @ DAMA/LIBRA ≈2.5 µ/day 

Φµ @ LNGS ≈ 20 µ m-2d-1  (±1.5% modulated) 

Annual modulation amplitude at low energy due to µ modulation:!
Sm

(µ) = Rn g ε fΔE fsingle 2% /(Msetup ΔE)!

Moreover, this modulation also induces a variation in other parts of the energy spectrum and in the multi-hits events!

Measured neutron Yield @ LNGS:   
 Y=1÷7 10-4 n/µ/(g/cm2) 

Rn = (fast n by µ)/(time unit) = Φµ Y Meff g = geometrical factor;    ε = detection effic. by elastic scattering!
fΔE = energy window (E>2keV) effic.;   fsingle = single hit effic.!

Hyp.: !Meff = 15 tons;  g ≈ ε ≈ fΔE ≈ fsingle ≈ 0.5 (cautiously)!
Knowing that: !Msetup ≈ 250 kg and ΔE=4keV!

also arXiv:1202.4179 
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